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High Bank, a hugely appealing mid 19th century
period home (former game keeper's cottage to
the Earl of Shrewsbury), sits comfortably within
a substantial garden plot - an especially large
garden plot given its location within the centre
of the village. Better still, unusually both house
and garden are at right angles to Mount Pleasant,
with a south to south easterly orientation with
said established gardens sweeping gracefully
southward and towards the bottom of Mount
Pleasant. You’ll see from our selection of
photographs just how well screened and
protected High Bank is from Mount Pleasant, a
road that itself is one of the quietest village
roads.

The appeal comes from its architectural design
as much as from this magnificent plot; indeed
maybe it is these two elements combined that
make it so very attractive and certainly very
individual. From our slideshow of photos, to our
floor plan and finally of course from your guided
tour around High Bank, will you begin to
appreciate not just the layout of accommodation
and how that will work for you, but how the
garden views are a continued feature of High
Bank. Each reception room together with three
of the four bedrooms, including the master
bedroom suite, enjoy those special, private south
facing views. (Winter views from first floor
include a glimpse of the river, eastward towards
Helsby).

Double fronted, with its threshold more or less
centre to the house, High Bank offers a
comfortably balanced and traditional form of
accommodation. 'Traditional' in as much as there
are two formal reception rooms and a separate
rear family kitchen. A good utility area services
the kitchen (with Aga) and there are cloakroom
facilities towards the rear end of the hall. The
main reception or living room is a beautiful room,
the smaller reading room or snug is just that,
cosy. The front dining room certainly has that
elegant and more formal period home feel to it.



Up at first floor and the master bedroom suite,
enjoying the very best of garden views, has the
benefit of a dressing room which in turn leads to
en suite (access to landing too) facilities. For the
three remaining bedrooms a closet with wc is
separate from a family bathroom.

In consideration that you may prefer a more
contemporary internal arrangement especially in
r e s p e c t  p e r h a p s  o f  a n  o p e n  p l a n
kitchen/living/ding theme, it seems to us those
opportunities are evident. You can of course
form your own opinions from our floor plan. We
would also highlight the additional scope for
future extensions if needs be to the south west
gable side of the house. Adjacent to the main
living room lies an extensive second paved patio
area, an area more or less disassociated and out
of sight from the main garden plot.

Of course High Bank is what us agents would
describe as 'characterful'. Such features will
become evident during your viewing; some
more defined than others; either of which add
substance to our claim that this property, whilst
perhaps not unique as such, is certainly one of
the most significant period homes within Oxton
Village.

And so to the outdoors; these beautiful, private
gardens have much to offer a family - a little, or a
lot as it happen for children, for everyone. Quiet
corners, paths and rockery; a large central lawn
and still room for that inconspicuous extension
or garden office pod.

Towards the bottom of the garden you'll see a
graveled hard standing and detached garage with
access from the corner of Mount Pleasant and
Poplar Road. Carry on walking either down
Poplar Road and arrive in the centre of the
village in no more than three minutes - it's the
same time should you alternate your paper walk
via Rose Mount. For directions please Sat Nav:
CH43 5SY







These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or
otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firms employment has the authority to make or give any representation or warranty in respect of the property.
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Viewing

Please contact our Brennan Ayre O'Neill ‐ Prenton Office on 0151 608 8586
if you wish to arrange a viewing appointment for this property or require further information.
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